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Diffused arches(Intermediate)To reproduce the shape effects on this slide, do the following:On the Home tab, in the Slides group, click Layout, and then click Blank.On the Home tab, in the Drawing group, click Shapes, and then under Lines, click Curve (tenth option from the left). On the slide, click three points to draw a simple curved line, and then double-click to finish drawing. Select the curved line. On the Home tab, in the Drawing group, click the arrow next to Shape Fill, point to Gradient, and then click More Gradients. In the Format Shape dialog box, click Fill in the left pane, select Gradient fill in the Fill pane, and then do the following:In the Type list, select Linear.Click the button next to Direction, and then click Linear Down (first row, second option from the left).Under Gradient stops, click Add gradient stop or Remove gradient stop until two stops appear in the slider.Also under Gradient stops, customize the gradient stops that you added as follows:Select the first stop in the slider, and then do the following:In the Position box, enter 0%.Click the button next to Color, and then under Theme Colors click White, Background 1 (first row, first option from the left). In the Transparency box, enter 50%.Select the second stop in the slider, and then do the following: In the Position box, enter 100%.Click the button next to Color, and then under Theme Colors click White, Background 1 (first row, first option from the left). In the Transparency box, enter 100%.On the Home tab, in the Drawing group, click Shape Effects, point to Soft Edges, and then click 5 point. On the Home tab, in the Drawing group, click the arrow next to Shape Outline, and then click No Outline. To reproduce the background effects on this slide, do the following:Right-click the slide background area, and then click Format Background. In the Format Background dialog box, click Fill in the left pane, select Gradient fill in the right pane, and then do the following:In the Type list, select Radial.Click the button next to Direction, and then click From Center (third option from the left). Under Gradient stops, click Add gradient stop or Remove gradient stop until two stops appear in the sliderAlso under Gradient stops, customize the gradient stops that you added as follows:Select the first stop in the slider, and then do the following:In the Position box, enter 0%.Click the button next to Color, and then under Theme Colors click White, Background 1 (first row, first option from the left).Select the second stop in the slider, and then do the following: In the Position box, enter 100%.Click the button next to Color, and then under Theme Colors click White, Background 1, Darker 50% (sixth row, first option from the left).To reproduce the duplicate curved lines on the slide, do the following:On the Home tab, in the Clipboard group, click the arrow under Copy, and then click Duplicate. Repeat the process for a total of three curved lines. On the slide, drag the curved lines to position them as needed. Right-click one of the duplicate curved lines, click Edit Points, and then drag the points on the curve to make a new shape. Repeat the process with the other duplicate curved line. 



In concrete, steel corrosion can cause 
major deterioration

Corrosive elements - water, air, chlorides, CO2 -

diffuse through the concrete matrix to reach rebar 



Damage from Corrosion of Bare Rebar
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When iron rusts, its corrosion products are 2-10 times more voluminous thanthe original steel which generate stresses that exceed the tensile capacity of the surroundingconcrete, causing it to crack and spall. Once cracking has occurred, the structuralcapacity of the element may be compromised and costly repairs may be neededto extend its useful life



Longevity Case Study

ATHENS, PA • 1973

Athens Bridge
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Presentation Notes
The Pennsylvania DOT has specified galvanized reinforcement for decades. One such bridge, the Athens Bridge, built in 1973, is an eleven-span, four-lane, divided bridge utilizing hot-dip galvanized reinforcing bars. The Athens bridge deck was initially inspected eight years after installation. Concrete cores were drilled and an analysis of chloride contamination and coating thickness was conducted. The chloride levels found in the cores exhibited concentrations between 1.8 to 7.9 lbs/yd3 of concrete. The high end of these concentrations is well above the threshold for active corrosion to occur on bare steel. Despite these extremely corrosive conditions, the coating thickness measurements indicated galvanized coatings in excess of 15 mils (approximately three times the coating thickness required on newly-galvanized rebar according to ASTM A 767). The Athens Bridge was later inspected in 1991 and 2001, and the analysis generated similar results. No sign of active corrosion on the galvanized reinforcement was found and coating thickness measurements reported were in excess of 10 mils. These current coating thicknesses indicate an estimated 40-plus years of additional maintenance-free corrosion protection. The Route 66 bridge deck refurbishment, south of Kittanning, Pennsylvania, provided a unique opportunity to assess the performance of galvanized rebar after more than 30 years of service. The bridge, built in 1973, utilized galvanized rebar in the deck. Though the bridge deck was in excellent condition, Penn DOT wanted to replace the post and beam medial barrier with a more secure concrete Jersey barrier. They removed the entire middle section of the deck and exposed the galvanized rebar for inspection. Tests found the chloride content in the concrete surrounding the rebar to be 5 lbs/yd3 , far exceeding the chloride threshold for corrosion of black rebar. Inspection of the rebar showed the coating was in excellent condition with thicknesses still exceeding ASTM A 767 specification for new galvanized rebar. Also noted during concrete removal was the tenacious bond of the galvanized rebar to the surrounding concrete, confirming the superior bond strength obtained from galvanized coatings. No refurbishment of the concrete deck was required and the original rebar remained in place when the Jersey barrier was poured. 
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The Jesup Bridge in Buchanan County, Iowa, has been a vital market link for farmers, growers and the community as a whole since it was constructed in the late 1940s. According to the Iowa Department of Transportation, an average of 4,360 vehicles cross this bridge every single day between rural Jesup, Iowa, and Highway 20, which leads to the city.This might seem like small potatoes (pun intended) to a big city municipality, but for this rural county bridge, this is heavy traffic. The loss of this bridge could effectively isolate the residents of this community and cause severe economic duress, and that’s exactly what happened. The 22-foot-wide concrete bridge became functionally obsolete, too narrow to handle two-way traffic.According to Buchanan County Engineer, Brian Keierleber, the bridge had a sufficiency rating of 49 out of 100. More and more frequently agricultural loads could not cross the structure because they were too wide and/or too heavy. In fact, any large vehicle made this a single lane bridge. For one of the most heavily traveled roads in the county, this was a major safety issue.Nearly 25 years ago, Buchanan County drove H pilings through the deck and braced the beams to increase the weight bearing capacity. “In 2013, the bridge was once again rated as obsolete for its intended purpose and was in clear need of replacement,” Keierleber says. “There existed an obvious detrimental impact to the community, and it needed to be addressed.”�Like any municipal project, funding a new bridge is a major undertaking. Estimated at nearly $250,000, finding the money would require some creativity. With a sufficiency rating below 50, something needed to be done quickly and federal funding would take too long. Fortunately for Buchanan County, Keierleber is South Central Vice President of the National Association of County Engineers (NACE) and sits on several other industry committees, which exposes him to the latest construction ideas and product developments. It was here that he saw an opportunity to design and help fund an innovative Jesup Bridge.Through his involvement in NACE, Keierleber learned about and joined the Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (SSSBA). The SSSBA worked with two college professors to develop a new software program, eSPAN140. The program (www.espan140.com) is a free, web-based tool utilizing standard designs and details for short-span steel bridges and/or buried soil structures up to 140 feet long. It creates customized steel-bridge design solutions with results defined in less than five minutes according to Mike Engestrom, chairman of SSSBA and technical marketing director for Nucor-Yamato Steel.The development of eSPAN140 means counties no longer have to wait for an engineering firm to produce various designs. Now, the county engineer can design the bridge he or she wants and share it with others, even though a rendering may not be complete. Additionally, based upon geographic location, the software is programmed to consider typical production and stocking patterns of local steel mills and service centers to ensure material availability.Keierleber realized the SSSBA needed to have someone design and build a bridge utilizing the software to showcase its capabilities and benefits. He also recognized the speed with which a galvanized steel bridge could be erected would serve his needs perfectly.The new, state-of-the-art, 40-foot wide Jesup Bridge became a demonstration/research bridge project in cooperation with West Virginia University, the University of Wyoming and Iowa State University. This cooperative research effort meant the cost of the new bridge could be subsidized with grants and donations from SSSBA members. The steel, the fabrication and hot-dip galvanizing corrosion protection system were all donated. The new bridge ended up costing Buchanan County less than $100,000 for installation.The original bridge was demolished on Aug. 20, 2013, and the new, modern, functional bridge was open to traffic by Nov. 11, 2013. To further involve the community in the accelerated bridge replacement, a live webcam was used to track its progress. With creativity, the use of eSPAN140, and the generosity of SSSBA members, who believed enough in steel as the solution in the small bridge market to “prove it,” the problem was solved.The American Galvanizers Association (AGA) and several member galvanizers are also involved with NACE and/or local county engineers as well as the SSSBA. They have also been involved in “100-Year Bridge” discussions and the education of County Engineers about the sustainability, durability and corrosion protection provided by hot-dip galvanizing. The donation of the galvanizing for the Jesup Bridge was an opportunity to demonstrate these attributes and provide a tool for continued research that will benefit tax payers across the entire United States. Keierleber says “Without a doubt, Buchanan County will certainly build more galvanized steel bridges.” Galvanized steel fits in the 100-year design concept adopted in Buchanan County.Galvanized steel beams and rebar are key components in this design. “It all goes back to economics,” Keierleber says. “It will dictate everything we do. It goes back to cost comparisons and being worried about cost savings in the long run instead of the short term.” Beyond research, this project is an enhancement to the community because it removes a barrier to commerce and mobility for county residents. Typically contractors are hired for this job, but Keierleber wanted his crews to be intimately familiar with the construction of this bridge, so it also provided jobs and income for local county crews.



MONTREAL, QC • 2014
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The Autoroute 40 (a six lane Interstate style highway) is the main East-West artery through the city of Montreal.  Built for the most part in the 70's a major rebuilding project was launched a dozen years ago to replace the failing concrete roadbed and related structures.  Ravaged by de-icing corrosion and very high traffic volume this highway suffered from the same environmental challenges faced by all highways in Quebec.In 2004 a section of the highway was rebuilt and the Quebec Ministry of Transport chose to perform a test.  Based on the successful use of galvanized rebar for several years for concrete structures a decision was made to galvanize one direction of the new roadbed with epoxy coated rebar used in the opposing direction.The exceptional performance of rebar in this application as well as bridges with HDG rebar dating to the 60's still free of corrosion led to the decision to galvanize all the rebar in this new 8 km section of highway.The corrosion caused expansion of steel rebar is the Achllies heel of concrete road construction, especially in areas where de-icing salt usage is widespread.  Hot-dip galvanized steel rebar was a standout for its cost benefit ratio. Epoxy coating has now been de-specified due to very poor performance and non steel alternatives like stainless steel cost many times more than HDG and has no proven track record.  Fiberglass rebar is also very expensive to manufacture, can not be formed or modified on site and has very limited production capacity, it also does not have a proven track record.The advent of after galvanizing bendable HDG rebar has been the key to the success of rebar galvanizing in Quebec and hot-dip galvanizing is now specified for many high corrosion applications throughout our road infrastructure.      



• Over 611,000 Bridges 
• 337,051+ have no protection
• 87,601 have epoxy coated reinforcement

• 1,226 are 
• 41 states

• 794 are Polymer 
• 322 Cathodic Protection
• Less than 15% Corrosion resistant reinforcement

National Bridge Inventory



• Durable, Flexible Zinc Coating
• Fabricate after coating (bending, forming)
• Pure Zinc Layer increases corrosion 

initiation threshold
• Keep corrosion advantages of Zn coating 
• Reduced cost 
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Metallurgical Bond (calling it a coating can be confusing)Thinner coating leads to reduced costLess heating ensures bars remain at strengthOnly the skin of the bar is heatedSpeed of the immersion ensures pure zinc layer only
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CGR Process
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Uses small amount of Al (0.2%) in zinc bath to produce coating of almost pure zinc, except for  approximately 0.1 micron ternary intermetallic alloy layer (Fe2Al5-xZnx), which temporarily inhibits the zinc-iron reaction This very thin alloy layer (the same as produced on CG sheet line), is very adherent and can be bent or stretched with minimal cracking, and no peeling or flaking The steel is in the zinc for only a few seconds, thus allowing reactive steels to be galvanized with no risk of over alloying with the zinc and producing brittle and less corrosion resistant coatings



GalvaBar Process Video






• 50um (2 mil) thick pure zinc coating
• Equivalent corrosion protection to thicker Zn-

Fe alloy layers 
• Faster passivation, slower corrosion rate

Coating Thickness

Coating Type Average depth loss to passivation (um)

Annealed 1.18

Pure Zinc 0.45

Tan & Hansson, Corrosion Science 
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Intermettalic layer is what's brittle and can crack and flake when bentThis shows that less zinc is consumed for a CGR bar, than HDRPure zinc layer corrodes slower than intermettalicPure zinc – faster passivation HDR is around 100 + microns



Photomicrograph

Zinc ( η) Layer ®

Ternary
Fe2Al5-XZnX Layer ®
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Research indicates zinc-iron alloy layers have less corrosion resistance than pure zinc and are, in fact, the corroding species  during the propagation stage of the life cycle CGR has a much thicker pure zinc (eta) coating (about 50 mm) than the top eta layer of some HDG coatings, and would therefore be expected have a longer Zn corrosion stage than such HDG coatings



Is CGR formable?
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Presentation Notes
!!!!! Need bond between CGR and blue bar within concrete informationFormability is only limited by the steel – the zinc can do anythingProven by all of the applications of galvanized sheet in the automotive industry, that’s stamped into complex configurations, including bent back flat onto itselfNo flaking or cracking



Formability






• Protective Reaction Product (CaHZn)
• High Chloride Threshold (2 - 4X black steel)
• Low pH Tolerance (Carbonation)
• Corrosion Product Migration

Concrete Matrix Densification
Lower Unit Stress Generation
Good bond strength

• Barrier coating (Metallurgical Bond) w/Cathodic 
Protection

How CGR protects rebar
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(CaHZn) = calcium hydroxyzincate 





• Zinc in strongly alkaline solutions (> pH 12.5) is passivated 
by formation of layer of  adherent crystals  - calcium 
hydroxyzincate (CaHZn).

• Reaction commences immediately on contact with wet 
cement solution.

• The surface film stabilizes the zinc, isolating it from 
surrounding environment.

• The reaction with zinc ceases once the concrete hardens.

Zinc passivates in wet alkaline concrete



Load-Slip Characteristics

Reduced slip for
galvanized bars

Epoxy

Black

Galvanized
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Proof of superior bond strength with galvanized rebarLap length of HDR and CGR can be less than ECR(kN) = Kips  (UM) = Millimeters



Bond Strength



Guidelines for Rebar Corrosion
(mV vs CSE)

1

ASTM C876
For Steel

(mV vs CSE)

Probability of corrosion NRC
For Zinc

(mV vs CSE)

> -200 Low
10% probability

> -335

-200 to -350 Uncertain -335 to -500

< -350 High
90% probability for steel
85% probability for zinc

< -500

NRC report A339, 2015


Guidelines for Rebar Corrosion
(mV vs CSE)

1

		ASTM C876
For Steel
(mV vs CSE)		Probability of corrosion		NRC
For Zinc
(mV vs CSE)

		> -200		Low
10% probability		> -335

		-200 to -350		Uncertain		-335 to -500

		< -350		High
90% probability for steel
85% probability for zinc		< -500



NRC report A339, 2015





Firstly, the guideline needs to be carefully interpreted as it is nearly impossible for a potential value of -259 mV, regarded 90% passive corrosion, to reduce to 70% passive corrosion when it becomes -261 mV. 

Secondly, this is a guideline from one author and cannot be considered absolute when predicting the conditions of the rebar. 

1
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• Same as Black rebar:
• Same overlap links 
• Same handling procedures
• No weather restrictions
• No sensitivity to UV light
• No touchup (except field-cut 

ends)
• Use galvanized or plastic 

connectors (where 
permissible)



Rebar Product Comparison
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ECR 45% premium over blackGalvabar very economical vs epoxyCost estimated based on other continuous process and zinc consumption 



ASTM Specifications
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Presentation Notes
Texas specifies ASTM A1055 and ASTM A1094 is “Equivalent” with the addition of epoxy.



CGR Location #1





Port of Catoosa, OK
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